AESQ Holds Aero Engine VP Procurement Roundtable
The Aerospace Engine Supplier Quality (AESQ) Strategy Group, which was established to
harmonize, develop, specify, maintain, promote and deploy quality standards specific to the
Aerospace Engine supply chain, held a VP Procurement Roundtable event, officially for the
first time at Farnborough’s FAST Museum on July 17.
WARRENDALE. Pa. (PRWEB) August 01, 2018 -- The Aerospace Engine Supplier Quality (AESQ) Strategy
Group, which was established to harmonize, develop, specify, maintain, promote and deploy quality standards
specific to the Aerospace Engine supply chain, held a VP Procurement Roundtable event, officially for the first
time at Farnborough’s FAST Museum on July 17.
The purpose of the Roundtable was to update Procurement VPs on the progress of the AESQ and provide the
VPs with an opportunity to share their ideas about how, as a group, they could work together to maximize the
value of AESQ’s work. The AESQ itself was originally founded by the predecessors of those VPs following
this type of discussion.
This first-time event was attended by Procurement and Quality VPs and Executives of the aero engine OEMs
including RR, P&W, GE, Safran, MTU, GKN, PCC and from one key customer Airbus.
Subsequent dialogue resulted in all OEM’s strongly reiterating their commitment to deploy the AS130xx series
standards and agreement to take appropriate steps to ensure an aligned approach in the future. The AESQ vision
to establish and to deploy together a common set of Quality Requirements was also strongly supported by
customer, Airbus, and key aero engines suppliers.
It was also agreed AESQ should:
• Focus on sustainable change to achieve Zero defects
• Maintain clear and simple requirements to address needs and capabilities of smaller suppliers
• Seek objective evidence to determine if quality within the supply chain is moving in the right direction
• Explore potential digitalization opportunities, E-learning, training, communication, single industry
certification, and a single common standard.
• Keep their efforts aligned with IAQG
The AESQ took action on several of these ideas during their subsequent meeting on July 19 including building
on their current efforts to strengthen standards deployment, establishing training and communication packs for
each standard, and exploring the potential for a common AS13xxx ‘umbrella’ standard replacing the multiple
company specific SCM standards being flowed today.
AESQ will report back to VP Procurement Roundtable attendees providing status of recommendations and
focus in one year.
About AESQ
The Aerospace Engine Supplier Quality (AESQ) Strategy Group, a program of the SAE ITC, was established to
develop, specify, maintain, promote and deploy quality standards specific to the Aerospace Engine supply
chain. This work is intended to reduce customer specifics through a focused set of standards that integrate
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industry best practice and aerospace engine unique elements.
AESQ member companies include GE Aviation, Pratt & Whitney, Rolls Royce, Honeywell, Safran, GKN,
PCC, MTU and Arconic.
Further information about AESQ including G-22 standards, future events, training opportunities and supporting
documents can be found on AESQ's website at: http://aesq.saeitc.org/
###
The SAE ITC team specializes in establishing and managing consortia by providing proven processes, tools and
resources. SAE ITC enables public, private, academic and government organizations to connect and collaborate
in neutral, pre-competitive forums thus empowering the setting and implementation of strategic business
improvements in global highly engineered industries. (www.sae-itc.com)
SAE International is a global association committed to being the ultimate knowledge source for the engineering
profession. By uniting over 127,000 engineers and technical experts, we drive knowledge and expertise across a
broad spectrum of industries. We act on two priorities: encouraging a lifetime of learning for mobility
engineering professionals and setting the standards for industry engineering. We strive for a better world
through the work of our philanthropic SAE Foundation, including programs like A World in Motion® and the
Collegiate Design Series™.
- www.sae.org -
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Contact Information
Shawn Andreassi
SAE International
http://www.sae.org
+1 7246124992
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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